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Versona is a Finnish company offering fatbike safaris in the 
Laukaa and Jyväskylä Regions in Central Finland. We create 
unforgettable experiences on nature’s terms, making sure our 
safaris are safe to both our guests and wildlife.

Wilderness Adventure Awaits You!

Peurunka Fatbike Safaris
On our 3- to 4-hour guided fat bike safaris, your group gets to experience
Finnish wilderness firsthand. The standard route (difficulty 2-3, length
15-20 km) is suitable for anyone with basic fitness level and ability
to ride a bike. For groups of experienced mountain bikers, we also
offer more challenging routes that require some technical skill.

Peurunka Fatbike Basic Safari includes:
• A 3- to 4-hour guided tour and tips on
   riding a fat bike.
• English-speaking guide
• Campfire coffee, green or black infused
   tea with Karelian pies/cinnamon rolls during
   the break.
• Rental fees: Felt DD 30 fatbike, helmet and
   bike light
• Liability insurance.

Tailored fatbike safaris and walking safaris are also available.
Sauna, accommodation and lunch/dinner by a campfire or in
a restaurant available, upon request. Ask for a quote!
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FatBike Fun in Winter!

First impression! 
Weird bikes with sporty look
and extra thick tires. Our
group is about to embark on
a 3-hour fatbike safari into
the Finnish wilderness. We
start off and travel softly over
rocks and tree roots. I never
imagined riding in snow could
be so much fun!

After an hour, we arrive at
a campfire. The fresh snow muffles
even the sound of our footsteps.
I sit on a log by the fire watching
the sparks fly up into the sky.
I let the peace and quiet soothe
my soul. Our guide prepares us
some campfire coffee and serves
it with Finnish delicacies.

After a refreshing break, we hop back
on our fatbikes and ride down a narrow path. Trees bowing under the snow’s weight form an amazing archway
for us to ride through. I stop to take pictures for my friends. They are not gonna believe this!

See more in Instagram
#versonaservice


